
úÁ�ÉÓËÉ ÎÁÕÞÎÙÈÓÅÍÉÎÁÒÏ× ðïíé�ÏÍ 448, 2016 Ç.G. PaninaDIAGONAL COMPLEXES FOR PUNCTUREDPOLYGONSAbstrat. It is known that taken together, all olletions of non-interseting diagonals in a onvex planar n-gon give rise to a (ombi-natorial type of a) onvex (n− 3)-dimensional polytope Asn alledthe Stashe� polytope, or assoiahedron. In the paper, we at in asimilar way by taking a onvex planar n-gon with k labeled pun-tures. All olletions of mutually noninterseting and mutually non-homotopi topologial diagonals yield a omplex Asn;k. We provethat it is a topologial ball. We also show a natural ellular �brationAsn;k → Asn;k−1. A speial example is delivered by the ase k = 1.Here the verties of the omplex are labeled by all possible permu-tations together with all possible braketings on n distint entries.This hints to a relationship with M. Kapranov's permutoassoiahe-dron.
§1. IntrodutionAlthough the ombinatoris of the assoiahedron was �rst desribed byDov Tamari, a more ommon referene is James Stashe�'s paper [4℄. Itreads as follows. Assume that n > 2 is �xed. We say that two diagonals ina onvex n-gon are noninterseting if they interset only at their endpoints(or do not interset at all). Consider all possible olletions of mutuallynoninterseting diagonals1 in a onvex polygon. This set is partially or-dered by reverse inlusion, and it was shown by John Milnor that theposet is isomorphi to the fae poset of some onvex (n − 3)-dimensionalpolytope, alled the assoiahedron, whih is denoted here2 by Asn.In partiular, the verties of the assoiahedron Asn orrespond to thetriangulations of an n-gon, and the edges orrespond to the edge ips inKey words and phrases: permutohedron, assoiahedron, ell omplex.The paper is supported by the Russian Siene Foundation under grant 16-11-10039.1It is important that the verties of the polygon are labeled and, therefore, we donot identify olletions of diagonals that di�er by a rotation.2In the literature, it is sometimes denoted by Asn−3. This indiates the dimension ofthe assoiahedron. However, in the present paper, we keep the notation where n refersto the number of verties of the n-gon. 246



DIAGONAL COMPLEXES FOR PUNCTURED POLYGONS 247whih one of the diagonals is removed and replaed by a (uniquely de�ned)di�erent diagonal. The single diagonals are in a bijetion with the faetsof Asn, and the empty set orresponds to the entire assoiahedron Asn.There exist many expliit onstrutions of the assoiahedron: as a spe-ial instane of a seondary polytope, a trunation of a simplex, et.There also exist many ways to meaningfully generalize the assoiahe-dron. In the present paper, we propose one more way of generalizing. As-sume that n > 1 and k > 0 with n− 3 + 2k > 1 are �xed. Take a disk D2with n (also labeled) marked points on its boundary. If n > 2, one maythink of a (onvex) n-gon, so we all these n points verties. The vertiesdivide the boundary of the disk into edges. Assume also that k labeledpuntures (that is, k points in the interior of the disk) are �xed.A diagonal is a simple (that is, not self-interseting) smooth urve in the disk whose endpoints are some of the (possibly one and the same)verties suh that(1)  avoids puntures,(2)  lies in the interior of the disk (exept for its endpoints),(3)  is homotopi (in the puntured disk) to no edge, and(4)  is nonontratible in the puntured disk.A diagonal arrangement is a olletion of diagonals with the followingproperties:(1) no two diagonals interset (exept for endpoints),(2) no two diagonals are homotopi,(3) the olletion is nonempty.We identify two arrangements A1 and A2 whenever there exists a dif-feomorphism of the disk that maps A1 to A2, preserves the orientation(this is important if n < 3), maps verties to verties and puntures topuntures, keeping the numbering.Diagonal arrangements are partially ordered by reverse inlusion. Eu-ler's formula implies that arrangements with maximum number of diago-nals ontain exatly n− 3 + 2k diagonals.A ell omplexK is nie if eah k-dimensional ell C is attahed to somesubomplex of the (k − 1)-skeleton of K via a bijetive mapping on �C.Theorem.(1) The poset desribed above is ombinatorially isomorphi to somenie ell omplex Asn;k whose support is the ball Bn−2+2k.



248 G. PANINA(2) There exists a natural ellular mapping Asn;k → Asn;k−1 that isa �bration with ombinatorially expliitly desribable �bers. Eah�ber is a topologial disk D2.The ell omplex Asn;k is a lose relative of the omplexes introduedin [1, 2℄. The idea of the paper is appliable to the ase when an n-gon isreplaed by some surfae with a higher genus; details are left beyond thepaper.
§2. Proof of the theorem and expliit onstrutionsThe following example gives a base for the further indutive onstru-tion.Example 1.(1) Asn;o is ombinatorially isomorphi to the assoiahedron Asn.(2) As1;2 is D2 with two verties and two edges.(3) As2;1 is a segment.(4) As3;1 is a hexagon.Example 2. The verties of As1;k are labeled by the same labels as theverties of M. Kapranov's permutoassoiahedron [3℄: in Fig. 1 one sees apermutation and a omplete braketing on the set {1; :::; k}. However, herewe do not have a omplete ombinatorial isomorphism beause of di�erentinidene relations.Now omes the proof of the theorem.Due to the above examples, the theorem holds true for small n and k.Let us �rst prove that Asn;k is a nie ell omplex. We need to provethat it is possible to attah ells (= balls) starting from small dimen-sions aording to the desired ombinatoris. The verties of the omplex( = diagonal arrangements maximal by inlusion) are already well de-�ned. Assume that the m-skeleton is already onstruted. We have toattah an (m+1)-dimensional ball whih enodes some arrangement A ofn− 3 + 2k −m diagonals. Let us prove that the omplex of all arrange-ments stritly ontained in A is a topologial sphere. Cut the disk along thediagonals of A. We get a olletion of puntured polygons and an applythe indutive assumption for eah of them. Altogether, we have a produtof balls minus the interior, whih gives us a sphere. So the attahment ofa new ell is well de�ned.
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Fig. 1. Here we have a one-gon with three puntures. Thison�guration gives the permutation and braketing(3 · 1) · 2.Consider now the following forgetful projetion� : Asn;k+1 → Asn;k:By de�nition, it is a ellular mapping. Given a ell orresponding to anarrangement A in an n-gon with k + 1 puntures, we �rst eliminate thepunture number k+1 and keep all the diagonals. Some diagonals beomemutually homotopi; we leave exatly one representative in eah of thelasses. Some may beome homotopi to edges of the polygon; we eliminatethem. Some may beome ontratible; we eliminate them as well. We geteither an arrangement �(A) in an n-gon with k puntures, or an emptyset.Let us examine the preimage of an inner point of a ell, orrespondingto an arrangement A in an n-gon with k puntures. We will show thatit is a ell omplex homeomorphi to the disk D2. Here is its expliitonstrution: the arrangement A uts the n-gon into ells, so we have arepresentation of D2 as a ell omplex K(A). Its verties are the verties ofthe n-gon, its edges are either edges of the n-gon or the diagonals. A orneris a vertex with two germs g1 and g2 of inident edges suh that there areno other germs between g1 and g2. For eah of the orners, we blow upits vertex, that is, replae it by an extra edge, as shown in Fig. 2. We getanother ell omplex K ′(A) whih enodes the ombinatoris of �−1(A).
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Fig. 2. Blowing up all the orners.

Fig. 3. Here we depit arrangements that orrespond toa vertex and two edges (an initial edge of the n-gon andthe blow-up of a orner).Indeed, eah ell C of K ′(A) gives rise to an arrangement A(C) ∈ �−1(A)in an n-gon with k + 1 puntures by the following rule:(1) If C is a 2-dimensional ell, we keep A and add the punturenumber k + 1 in the ell C.



DIAGONAL COMPLEXES FOR PUNCTURED POLYGONS 251(2) If the ell is an edge e of the polygon, we keep A, add the punturenumber k+1 in the (uniquely de�ned) ell C whih is adjaent toe, and also add one more diagonal embraing the punture whihis parallel to e.(3) If the ell is the blow-up of one of the orners, we keep A, addthe punture number k + 1 in the (uniquely de�ned) ell C whihis adjaent to e, and also add one loop diagonal embraing thepunture whih starts and ends at the orner.(4) If the ell is one of the diagonals , we keep A, dupliate , andput the punture number k + 1 between  and its opy.(5) If the ell is one of the new verties, that is, orresponds to a ornerand a vertex of the n-gon, we ombine either (3) and (2), or (3)and (4), that is, add both a loop and a diagonal parallel to theedge. Referenes1. E. Akhmedov, Riemann surfaes and a generalization of Stashe� polytopes, unpub-lished manusript.2. N. Ivanov, Complexes of urves and the Teihm�uller modular group. | RussianMath. Surveys 42, No. 3 (1987), 55{107.3. M. Kapranov, The permutoassoiahedron, Ma Lane's oherene theorem and as-ymptoti zones for the KZ equation. | J. Pure Appl. Algebra 85, No. 2 (1993),119{142.4. J. Stashe�, Homotopy assoiativity of H-spaes. I, II. | Trans. Amer. Math. So.108 (1963), 293{312. ðÏÓÔÕ�ÉÌÏ 17 ÏËÔÑÂÒÑ 2016 Ç.St.Petersburg State University,Universitetsky pr., 28,Stary Peterhof, 198504,St.Petersburg, RussiaE-mail : gaiane-panina�rambler.ru


